SAFEGROWTH®
Safety planning in the 21st
Century neighbourhood
Resilient, safe, sustainable

Safety and crime
Crime free
neighbourhoods
The Alternation LLC
SafeGrowth® training
comprises two intensive 2-day
workshops that bookend field
projects by SafeGrowth teams
on real-life problems.
Topics include 1st and 2nd
Generation CPTED, team
management, emotional
intelligence for leveraging
change, crime analysis, and
creating an annual SafeGrowth
Plan.

Crime is complex and solving it isn’t a
simple matter. Comprehensive solutions
must do more than hack at the branches.
They must dig at the roots.
One solution is 1st Generation CPTED
(crime prevention through environmental
design). It cuts crime opportunities by
modifying the physical environment with
planning and architecture .
Another is 2nd Generation CPTED that
adds neighbourhood-building strategies
to sustain prevention efforts.
SafeGrowth® digs at the roots of crime
by transferring solutions like these to
local groups so they can co-create plans
with police and the city.

AlterNation LLC
LET US HELP YOU BUILD SAFER
NEIGHBOURHOODS
CONTACT: 647-501-7576 or email:
gregorysaville@gmail.com

SafeGrowth®
We can do better to
create safer places in
the 21st Century

21st Century
safety
strategies
International speaker, urban
planner/criminologist, and
former police officer, Greg
Saville, will lead participants
through a three-part
interactive SafeGrowth®and
CPTED certification
workshop. Created by
Alternation’s Greg Saville,
the SafeGrowth® model
incorporates community
building, sustainability and
neighborhood safety into
planning and urban design
practice.

The public peace of cities is ...kept primarily by an
intricate network of voluntary controls and standards
among people themselves - Jane Jacobs
WHO SHOULD ATTEND

WHAT YOU OBTAIN

This workshop is designed for
anyone engaged in urban
development and crime
prevention including:
neighborhood groups and
organizations, city planners,
architects, landscape architects,
police officers, parks planners,
maintenance and facilities
managers, project managers,
school staff, security officers,
campus managers, community
association leaders.

Tactical training in
prevention tactics such as
1st/2nd Generation CPTED,
crime pattern analysis, asset
mapping, safety audits, and
SafeGrowth Plans.
Professional development
skills training for urban
designers.
Preparation for professional
CPTED certification with the
International CPTED
Association (ICA).

